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Up to 16 FANS!

Each VS16 can manually adjust
up to 16 ENERGY-FIT fans.

Connect a thermostat to 
automate fan speed based 
on temperature.

Giving you the air movement you need 
while reducing operational costs.

Can control multiple 
size fans ranging from 
20 up to 50 inch.

Customize to your application 
by adding additional VS16’s.
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ENERGY-FIT VS2/VS16 Speed Control Installation Instructions
1.  Mount ENERGY-FIT SNAP-FAN(s).
2.  Mount ENERGY-FIT speed control in user accessible location, and   
     within wiring distance of ENERGY-FIT SNAP-FAN(s).
3.  Connect blue signal wire(s) from ENERGY-FIT SNAP-FAN(s) to matching blue        
     signal wire(s) from ENERGY-FIT speed control using butt splice connector(s) or   
     similar. Connect yellow signal wire(s) from ENERGY-FIT SNAP-FAN(s) to matching   
     yellow signal wire(s) from ENERGY-FIT speed control using butt splice   
     connector(s) or similar.
     (Note: For wash down applications, heat shrink is recommended over wire    
     connections.)
4.  Supplied red and black wires from ENERGY-FIT speed control will only be used     
     in cases of 0-10VDC automation, when not in use, route and store in a   
     convenient orientation.

CAUTION:
 Once fan(s) and ENERGY-FIT speed control are plugged in fan may start   
 running.

 WARNING HIGH VOLTAGE: Allow 10 minutes after turning power off to   
 allow capacitors to discharge before unplugging fan’s ECM Motor.

You are now ready to power up your system.
5.  Plug fan(s) into 120VAC 60Hz outlet.
6.  Plug ENERGY-FIT speed control transformer cube into 120VAC 60Hz outlet.
7.  Adjust fan(s) to desired speed using manual adjust dial located on faceplate of  
     ENERGY-FIT speed control.

Installation with Optional 0-10VDC Automation: Following Step 2 from above.

1.  Mount 0-10VDC automation device next to ENERGY-FIT speed control.
2.  Connect red and black 0-10VDC signal wires, supplied with ENERGY-FIT speed 
      control, to 0-10VDC automation device. 
 a.  Red = 0-10VDC Signal
 b.  Black = 0-10VDC Common
3.  Instructions For Honeywell T775M Thermostat 
 a.  Land Red signal wire on Mod1 +W terminal.
 b.  Land Black common wire on Mod1 –R terminal.
 c.  Route temperature sensor wires through top strain relief of Thermostat  
      and land on Sensor A terminals:
  i.  Red wire on top terminal
  ii.  Black wire on second from top terminal.
 d.  Position temperature sensor where you wish temperature to be sampled.
 e.  Route Thermostat power cord through bottom strain relief, and wire   
      according to your desired power option. Thermostat accepts 24VAC,
      120VAC, and 240VAC. Refer to Honeywell Manual for appropriate wiring  
      instructions.
4.  Plug fan(s) into 120VAC 60Hz outlet.
5.  AFTER plugging in your ENERGY-FIT Fan(s), plug in Thermostat to appropriate  
     power source.
6.  Plug ENERGY-FIT speed control transformer cube into 120VAC 60Hz outlet.
7.  Manually adjust fan(s) to desired backup speed using front dial on ENERGY-FIT             
     speed control. This setting will be the fan run speed in the event that 0-10VDC    
     automation is lost. After 15 minutes your fan(s) will revert to Thermostat control.
 

Theory of Operation
ENERGY-FIT VS2   ENERGY-FIT VS16

Call SNAP-FAN tech support at (707) 822-7627 if you have any questions.

  The ENERGY-FIT VS2 and ENERGY-FIT VS16 speed controls are configured for 
manual speed adjustment with optional 0-10VDC automation control. This mode is 
the default configuration, with jumper on reverse of ENERGY-FIT speed control in the 
“M” position.
  Fan speed can be set and adjusted by your ENERGY-FIT speed control using the 
manual adjust dial on the controller’s faceplate.

Theory of Operation with Optional 0-10VDC Automation (i.e. Honeywell T775M2022)

  Your ENERGY-FIT speed control is configured to accept optional 0-10VDC automa-
tion control. 
  When your ENERGY-FIT speed control receives a 0-10VDC signal, such as that 
provided by the Honeywell T775M2022 Thermostat, the temperature derived 
0-10VDC signal will override the manually set fan speed.
  In the event that the 0-10VDC signal is lost or removed, your ENERGY-FIT speed 
control’s default configured Lost Signal Override (LSO) setting will restore fan speed 
to that of the manual adjust dial on the front of your unit. The LSO setting is optional 
and can be disabled by moving your ENERGY-FIT speed control’s jumper on back of 
card (see product data sheet for details).
  When ENERGY-FIT speed control and 0-10VDC automation device are working in 
conjunction, manual adjustment of your ENERGY-FIT speed control dial will override 
automation control. Manually selected speed will persist for 15 minutes. After 15 
minutes your ENERGY-FIT speed control will revert back to automation control if a 
0-10VDC signal is still present. Power cycling the ENERGY-FIT speed control and 
0-10VDC automation device simultaneously will restore the unit to automated control 
at any time following manual adjustment. Power cycling ENERGY-FIT speed control 
independently of 0-10VDC automation device may not resume fan operation.
Details on Honeywell T775M2022 Modulating Thermostat
  The Honeywell Thermostat can command a minimum fan run speed and automate 
fan speed in relation to temperature.
  SNAP-FAN factory configured defaults of Honeywell Thermostat are:
   MINIMUM OUTPUT % = 15%, this setting maintains fan speed at a constant 
minimum run speed even when sampled temperature is below the Thermostat’s 
Setpoint and Throttling Range.
   Setpoint = 80° F, this setting represents your desired maximum temperature.
   Throttling Range = 20° F, this setting controls the temperature range over which 
fan speed changes will be distributed. The Throttling Range brackets the Setpoint 
(i.e. a Setpoint of 80° F and Throt Range of 20° F initiates fan at 70° F and reaches 
max Output % at 90° F).
   Presets are easily adjusted via Thermostat Menu.
  Setpoint and Throttling Range instructions are described on page 15 of Honeywell 
Manual. Instructions for setting Minimum Output % are described on page 22.


